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Abstract A novel optimal scheduling method consider-

ing demand response is proposed for power systems

incorporating with large scale wind power. The proposed

method can jointly dispatch the energy resources and

demand side resources to mitigate the fluctuation of load

and wind power output. It is noticed in practical operation

that, without customer’s satisfaction being considered,

customers might reject the too frequent or violent demand

response all together. In this case, two indices that measure

the customer satisfaction are then introduced as constraints

to reduce the impact to end-users and avoid extreme

demand adjustment. To make the model solvable, a prox-

imate decoupling technique is used to dispose the concave

constraint introduced by the customer satisfaction con-

straints. Results from the case studies show that the pro-

posed model can significantly reduce the operation cost of

power system while the demand response meets customer

satisfaction. Especially, the total start-up costs of conven-

tional thermal units decreases dramatically due to less start-

up times. Moreover, compared to the consumption way

satisfaction constraint, the payment satisfaction constraint

has a heavier influence on the cost.

Keywords Optimal scheduling, Wind power, Real-time

pricing, Customer satisfaction

1 Introduction

Energy crisis and environmental issues are among the chal-

lenges threatening the sustainable development of the human

society. The renewable resources, especially wind power, have

huge potential in tackling these challenges, and over the decades

have drawn increasing attention. In recent 20 years, the annual

growth worldwide of newly installed wind power capacity

maintains a very high speed. By the end of 2013, there are over

two hundred thousand wind turbines operating with a total

nameplate capacity of 318137 MW, among which over

77580 MW is installed in China and 61100 MW in the US [1].

Though the wind power provides clean and economical energy

[2], it arouses operation puzzles. One of the operation puzzles is

that the stochastic and intermittent nature complicates the

scheduling of conventional thermal unit. In addition to operation

technological challenge, the scheduling puzzle is apt to offset the

financial benefits. Therefore, it draws more and more

researchers’ attention to enhancing the economy of the wind

power systems via optimal scheduling.

There are already abundant studies on unit commitment

and dispatch for power systems containing wind power. Unit

commitment for systems with large-scale wind power was

firstly studied more than 20 years ago [3–5]. In these studies,

practical and concise power control algorithms were pro-

posed. However, they are too simple to apply in current

complex power grids. In [6], a new simulationmethod that can

fully assess the impacts of large-scale wind power on system

operations was proposed and the impacts were analyzed with

the Dutch power system. Due to the forecast error, the effec-

tiveness of unit commitment lessens. In [7], a scenario tree

tool was developed which allows forecast error statistics to be
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altered and facilitates the study of how these statistics impact

on unit commitment and system operation. In [8], a novel unit

commitment model was proposed to handle the stochastic

nature of wind power. In the model, day-ahead and intra-day

two stage stochastic optimization was employed. A fuzzy-

optimization approach was introduce in [9] to solving the

generation scheduling problem with consideration of wind

and solar energy systems. In the presented model, wind speed

and solar radiation errors can be taken into account using fuzzy

sets. But the above mentioned studies focused solely on the

scheduling of thermal units to fit the randomness of load and

wind power but neglect demand side participation. Reference

[10] assessed the value of demand side for wind integration in

unit commitment.Multi-stage robust unit commitment approach

was proposed to consider the uncertainties of wind and demand

response in [11].Comparedwith theprevious research, this study

took the thermal units and demand response into account and

dealt with the uncertainties effectively. In addition, numerous

studies potently promotedunit commitment consideringdemand

response [12–14]. In termsof similar studies, critical peakpricing

(CPP), one of the other popular demand response program, was

scheduled in the multi-stage unit commitment with wind power

[15] and the similar studies was conducted in [16].

Real-time pricing (RTP), one of the price-based demand

responsemeans, can guide the power customers’ consumption

behavior with the price signal. In this paper, RTP participates

in the scheduling to promote the economic operation. Here-

inafter, the RTP is generally referred to as demand response.

On one hand, demand response brings economic benefits for

both power suppliers and customers, but on the other hand it

sometimes affects the convenience of the customers. There-

fore, customer satisfaction is introduced into the optimal

scheduling to avoid extreme demand response. The concept of

customer satisfactionwas used inmany areas [17] aswell as in

research on power systems [18]. This paper aims to build

customer satisfaction constraints to restraint the demand

response and study the impacts of the satisfaction indices on

the optimal operation. The determination of satisfaction

indices criteria is the compromise of economy and comfort

level, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. Demand response

model for RTP is built in Section 2. Then two customer sat-

isfaction indices are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, an

optimal scheduling model is proposed for power systems

including significantwind power penetration.Case studies are

conducted in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Demand response model

There are four common methods to model the response

of customers’ power consumption to the prices, which

comprise: � price elasticity coefficient, ` based on

consumer psychology principle, ´ based on principle of

statistics, ˆ based on the exponential function fitting.

Within the four methods, the first is the popular, effective

and concise. Thus the demand response in this paper is

based on price elastic coefficient.

2.1 Price elasticity coefficient

Price elasticity of demand is a term in economics often

used when discussing price sensitivity. In this model,

electricity price elasticity matrix is used to present the

demand variation as the consequence of the price adjust-

ment. The formula for calculating price elasticity is:

e ¼ Dq=q
Dp=p

ð1Þ

where Dq and Dp are the increments of the electricity

consumption q and the price p in percentage respectively.

Generally, price elasticity of demand can be divided into

single time interval and multi time intervals response.

Single-time interval response only considers the influence

on the current time interval, so it is only able to adjust the

electricity consumption in the corresponding interval and

not to dispatch the load between time intervals. Multi time

intervals response depicts the reality better because cus-

tomers could adjust their consumption plan in any time

interval based on the price adjustment, and it is used in this

model. In the multi time intervals response model, elec-

tricity elasticity coefficients can be classified into self-

elasticity coefficient and mutual elasticity coefficient.

According to the definition in (1), the definition of self-

elasticity coefficient and mutual elasticity coefficient can

be formulated as (2) and (3).

ei;i ¼
Dqi=qi
Dpi=pi

ð2Þ

ei;j ¼
Dqi=qi
Dpj=pj

ð3Þ

where the subscripts i and j are the ith and jth interval

respectively.

2.2 Demand response model

The model for the demand response can be expressed

as

Dq1=q1
Dq2=q2

..

.

Dqn=qn

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ E

Dp1=p1
Dp2=p2

..

.

Dpn=pn

2
6664

3
7775 ð4Þ
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where E ¼
e11 � � � e1n
..
. . .

. ..
.

en1 � � � enn

0
B@

1
CA is the electricity elasticity

matrix.

3 Customer satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is a concept in power marketing. The

day-ahead load profile and electricity prices will alter after the

demand response is introduced into unit commitment consid-

ering wind power. The calculated optimal results may cause

unwanted load shedding and impact the interest of customers if

the unit commitment does not consider the customer satisfac-

tion. If customer satisfaction is ignored, customers may reject

the demand response and then it is apt to fail to utilize wind

power in a more economical way with the customers’ inter-

action. As is mentioned in [19], two customer satisfaction

indices, consumption way index and payment index, are pre-

sented in this paper. In the proposed unit commitment model,

the two indices are considered as constraints.

The consumption way indexm can be formulated as (5).

m ¼ 1�

P24
t¼1

jDqtj

P24
t¼1

qt

ð5Þ

where
P24
t¼1

jDqtj is the total power consumption variation

after the price optimization, and
P24
t¼1

qt is the total power

consumption before price optimization.

The payment index s can be formulated as (6).

s ¼ 1�

P24
t¼1

DLt

P24
t¼1

Lt

ð6Þ

where
P24
t¼1

DLt is the total payment decrement after the price

optimization, and
P24
t¼1

Lt is the total payment of the cus-

tomers before price optimization.

Obviously, the largerm and swill satisfy the customersmore.

4 Unit commitment model

4.1 Objective

The objective of the proposed model is to minimize the

operation cost of the whole system, which contains gen-

eration cost and start-up cost. Generation cost can be

depicted by linear function, quadratic function or piecewise

function, and quadratic function is adopted in this model

due to its accuracy and differentiability. The start-up cost

also contains the shut-down cost for easier expression. As

the wind power production consumes no costly energy, the

wind power production cost is ignored. Therefore, the

objective can be formulated as

min F ¼
XT
t¼1

XI

i¼1

ziðtÞCi PiðtÞð Þ
þ ziðtÞð1� ziðt � 1ÞÞSi

� �
ð7Þ

where F is the total operation cost of the system; T is the

number of time intervals in the studied period; I is the

number of units in the system; Pi(t) is the active power of

unit i in the time interval t; zi(t) is the state of unit i in the

time interval t, zi(t) = 1 denotes the unit is up and zi(t) = 0

denotes the unit is down; Si is the start-up cost of unit i; and

Ci(Pi(t)) is the operation cost of unit i in the time interval

t. It can be indicated as

Ci PiðtÞð Þ ¼ aiP
2
i þ biPi þ ci ð8Þ

where ai, bi, ci, are constant parameters for the operation

cost of a unit.

4.2 Constraints

1) Power balance

XI

i¼1

PiðtÞ þ PwðtÞ ¼ PdðtÞ; t ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; T ð9Þ

where Pw(t) is the forecasted wind power output in time

interval t, andPd(t) is the load of the power system in the time

interval t. It is noted that the load is variable and influence by

price compared with conventional unit commitment.

2) Output of unit constraint

Pi �Pi �Pi ð10Þ

where Pi and Pi are upper and lower bounds of the unit

i respectively.

3) Ramp constraints

PiðtÞ � Piðt � 1Þ� ru;i � T60 ð11Þ

Piðt � 1Þ � PiðtÞ� rd;i � T60 ð12Þ

where ru,i and rd,i are the maximum ramp up and ramp

down power of the unit i respectively (MW/min). T60
denotes 60 min.

4) Operation time constraints

Ton
i �MUT;i ð13Þ

Toff
i �MDT;i ð14Þ

where Ton
i and Toff

i are continuous running time and con-

tinuous stoppage time respectively, and MUT,i and MDT,i
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are minimum running time and minimum stoppage time

respectively.

5) Spinning reserve constraints

XI

i¼1

minðziðtÞPi � ziðtÞPiðtÞ;UR;iÞ�RðtÞ þ RwðtÞ ð15Þ

where UR,i is the upper bound of the active power of unit i,

UR,i = ru,i � T60; R(t) is the spinning reserve in time

interval t without wind power; and Rw(t) is the additional

reserve needed caused by the integration of wind power.

6) Customer satisfaction constraints

m�Ndexm ð16Þ
s�Ndexs ð17Þ

In (16) and (17), Ndexm and Ndexs are the lower bounds of

consumption way and payment satisfaction respectively.

7) Demand power constraints

Pd min �PdðtÞ�Pd max ð18Þ

where Pd max and Pd min are the upper and lower bounds of

demand respectively.

8) Price constraints

pmin � pðtÞ� pmax ð19Þ

where p(t) is the price in time interval t after optimization;

pmax and pmin are the upper and lower bounds of electricity

price respectively.

9) Demand response constraint

Dq1=q1
Dq2=q2

..

.

Dqn=qn

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ E

Dp1=p1
Dp2=p2

..

.

Dpn=pn

2
6664

3
7775 ð20Þ

where qt = pd(t) � T is the power demand in time interval

t before optimization; Dqt is the demand variation after

optimization; pt is the price in the time interval t before

optimization; Dpt is the price variation after optimization,

and E is the price elasticity matrix.

10) Security constraint

Fi;t\Fmax
i ð21Þ

where Fmax
i and Fi,t is the power flow limit and the power

flow at time t of the ith transmission line respectively. DC

power flow model is applied in this paper and the detailed

implement can be found in [20].

Compared with the conventional unit commitment model,

the proposed model considers customer demand constraints

(16–20). Moreover, the electricity prices and the demands

are variable to cope with the integration of wind power and

improve the economical efficiency of the power system

operation. The proposed model presents a complex mixed

integer programming problem that is difficult to solve. In

this paper, the complex optimization problem is solved

with the IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer.

It is noted that the customer payment satisfaction index

can lead to concave constraint which makes the opti-

mization problem unsolvable. A proximate decoupling

method is applied to linearize the constraint. The approx-

imation can be formulated as (21). After the approxima-

tion, price variables and power variables are decoupled and

the index is linearized. As such, the approximation will

impact on the accuracy of the index. However, the index

still functions because the modified expression is also

capable of characterizing the customer payment satisfac-

tion, which is what we really care about.

s ¼ 1�

P24
t¼1

DLt

P24
t¼1

Lt

¼ 1�

P24
t¼1

PI
i¼1

PiðtÞ � pt �
PI
i¼1

P0
i ðtÞ � p0t

� �

P24
t¼1

PI
i¼1

P0
i ðtÞ � p0t

� �

� 1�

P24
t¼1

1
2

PI
i¼1

PiðtÞ � p0t þ 1
2

PI
i¼1

P0
i ðtÞ � pt �

PI
i¼1

P0
i ðtÞ � p0t

� �

P24
t¼1

PI
i¼1

P0
i ðtÞ � p0t

� �

ð22Þ

where pi(t) is the output of the i
th unit in the time interval

t, and pt is the electricity price in the time interval t.

The variables before optimization are labeled by the

superscript 0.

5 Case Studies

5.1 Introduction of the test system

Modified IEEE RTS-79 test system [21] with 26 con-

ventional units and 2 wind farms is studied in this paper.

The major parameters of the conventional units are shown

in Table 1. The wind farms are integrated in Bus 17 and

Bus 22. The original load profile is shown in Fig. 1, which

is derived from a typical load profile in South China. The

price elasticity matrix data are derived from [22]. The self-

elasticity coefficient and mutual elasticity coefficient are

-0.2 and 0.033 in this paper. The original electricity price

is 30 $/MWh.

It is assumed that there are 100wind turbines in each wind

farm. The capacity of each wind turbine is 2 MW and thus

the total capacity of each wind farm is 200 MW. The day-

ahead forecasted wind power profiles are shown in Fig. 1.

5.2 Without customer satisfaction constraints

The unit commitments with demand response and

without demand response are studied respectively. The
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results comparison of the two operation scenarios is shown

in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, after the demand response is

implemented, the total operation cost of the system

decreases by $ 33720 (5.4 %). In detail, the start-up cost

and fuel cost both decrease and the start-up cost decreases

dramatically in the case of the descending percentage. The

reason of the cost drop is clear. In the study, demand

response adjusts the customer demand to overcome the

intermittent of the wind power, which smoothes the power

demand of the system from the conventional units. Smooth

demand profile means less start-up times and less start-up

cost. Furthermore, less start-up times indicate more

opportunities to utilize the efficient units because an effi-

cient unit cannot start up immediately once it shuts down.

Thus, the total fuel cost also decreases.

5.3 Considering demand response and customer

satisfaction

After demand response participates in the unit com-

mitment, the new scheduling pattern will jointly employ

the power sources and demand side resources to utilize

wind power and meet the demand. The load profile and

price profile after optimization under various conditions are

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.

Table 1 Parameters of the conventional units

No. Pmax/Pmin

(MW)

c/b/a min_up/

min_dn (h)

Start

cost ($)

Initial

status (h)

1 400/100 311.9102/7.5031/0.0019 8/5 1000 10

2 400/100 310.0021/7.4921/0.0019 8/5 1000 10

3 350/140 177.0575/10.8616/0.0015 8/5 600 10

4 197/68.95 260.1760/23.200/0.0026 5/4 400 -4

5 197/68.95 259.6490/23.100/0.0026 5/4 400 -4

6 197/68.95 259.1310/23.000/0.0026 5/4 400 -4

7 155/54.25 143.5972/10.7583/0.0049 5/3 300 5

8 155/54.25 143.3719/10.7367/0.0048 5/3 300 5

9 155/54.25 143.0288/10.7154/0.0047 5/3 300 5

10 155/54.25 142.7348/10.6940/0.0046 5/3 300 5

11 100/25.00 218.7752/18.2/0.0060 4/2 140 -3

12 100/25.00 218.3350/18.1/0.0061 4/2 140 -3

13 100/25.00 217.8952/18.0/0.0062 4/2 140 -3

14 76/15.2 81.6259/13.4073/0.0093 3/2 100 3

15 76/15.2 81.4641/13.3805/0.0091 3/2 100 3

16 76/15.2 81.2980/13.3538/0.0089 3/2 100 3

17 76/15.2 81.1364/13.3272/0.0088 3/2 100 3

18 20/4 118.8206/37.8896/0.0143 1/1 40 -1

19 20/4 118.4576/37.7770/0.0136 1/1 40 -1

20 20/4 118.1083/37.6637/0.0126 1/1 40 -1

21 20/4 117.7551/37.5510/0.0120 1/1 40 -1

22 12/2.4 24.8882/26.0611/0.0285 4/2 10 -2

23 12/2.4 24.7605/25.9318/0.0284 4/2 10 -2

24 12/2.4 24.6382/25.8027/0.0280 4/2 10 -2

25 12/2.4 24.4110/25.6753/0.0265 4/2 10 -2

26 12/2.4 24.3891/25.5472/0.0253 4/2 10 -2

Fig. 1 Original profile of system load and forecasting wind

generations
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As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, without customer satis-

faction constraints, the load profile is smooth while the

price varies significantly. Actually the drastic adjustment

does not prove effective because the coefficient of price

elasticity becomes large for exaggerated price variation.

After the customer satisfaction constraints are considered,

the price and load profiles present acceptable variation.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that the consumption way satis-

faction and payment satisfaction both impact the load

profiles and price profiles. In Fig. 2, the load profiles under

various payment satisfaction constraints present a greater

difference than that under various consumption way satis-

faction constraints. In Fig. 3, the impact of payment sat-

isfaction constraints is even more obvious than that of

consumption way satisfaction constraints. From the defi-

nitions in (5) and (6), it can be concluded that less payment

means shifting more demand to hours with lower price

while more consumption way satisfaction means less

energy consumption to be shifted. It is noted that the

payment is related to both price and load while the con-

sumption way is only related to the load. The shift of load

is achieved by the variation of the price. The variation of

the price totally impairs the shift of load. Therefore, more

efforts are needed to meet the payment constraints. That is

why the payment constraints impact constraints more

obviously.

The optimal results of the operation cost under different

satisfaction combinations are shown in Table 3.

Distinctly, payment satisfaction constraints have a

greater influence on the cost than consumption way satis-

faction constraints according to the results in Table 3. That

difference is consistent to the above analysis of the cus-

tomer satisfaction influences. The results in Table 2 and

Table 3 indicate that the operation cost rises and even

becomes larger than the scenarios without demand

response as the customer satisfaction indices constraints

increase. In the real operation, a couple of appropriate

customer satisfaction indices should be established by the

market regulator to balance the benefits of customers and

power suppliers.

Table 2 Optimization results comparison between the system with

and without demand response

Start-up cost ($) Fuel cost ($) Total cost ($)

Without DR 24640 599647 624287

With DR 15200 575367 590567

Difference 9440 24280 33720

Fig. 2 Load profiles in different denard response scenarios

Fig. 3 Price profiles in different scenarios
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6 Conclusions

This paper presents a scheduling method where the

power sources and demand side resources are jointly

employed to meet the demand and exploit wind power.

Moreover, the customer satisfactions are introduced to take

the customers’ interest into account. The correctness and

validity of this model are verified by the case study con-

ducted on the IEEE RTS-79 test systems. From the case

study, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1) When the unit commitment considers demand

response, the power sources and demand side

resources are both programmable to meet the power

balance. The scheduling model can reduce the unit

start-up times and hence it can reduce the operation

cost of the power systems dramatically. Thus, the

consideration of demand response can obviously

improve the economy.

2) The consideration of customer satisfaction is neces-

sary. The operation cost of the power systems varies

upon different customer satisfaction levels. The oper-

ation cost is more sensitive to payment satisfaction

index than consumption way satisfaction.
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